Here's a jolly scientist just for you, cut out the pieces and give him the festive tweetment!

**The Bioanalysis Zone team**

**HOW TO BUILD YOUR SCIENTIST**

1. Print template on to thick card
2. Gently cut out the pieces, making the necessary slits along the dark grey lines.
3. Put the front and back of your scientist together and make sure his stand is to hand (that's the long bit)
4. Bend the stand round and slot your scientist in, to stand him up.
5. Slot the feet into the front of the stand.
6. Now get creative! Deck out your scientist with the left-over pieces.

**SCIENTIST PHOTO COMPETITION**

Share a photo with us of your scientist in the lab and you’ll be entered into our competition.

How to share your photo with us:

- Follow and tweet us at @BioanalysisZone, with the hashtag #BuildAScientist
- Like our page and post it on our Facebook wall at www.facebook.com/BioanalysisZone

**THE PRIZE**

We will select the winner of 'Build a Scientist' on 15th December, 2015! The lucky winner will receive a Christmas hamper filled with Christmas goodies!